
Have you heard of Sebastiao Salgado ... He was born in Brazil 
in 1944 and became an economist by profession traveling around the 
world. Photography wasn't his primary profession until 1973 when he 
took it up full time to become a photojournalist and documentary 
photographer. Among his accolades is being named a UNICEF 
Goodwill Ambassador for his work being focused on humanitarian and 
environmental issues. A search for his name will yield more 
information about him but I was drawn to his strong imagery and 
power of the story they tell thanks to a youtuber highlighting his work. 
Go to https://www.robertkleingallery.com/sebastiao-salgado to see 
some of his work and an biography.
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Notes from the editor

A special thanks goes out to Charles Henry and David Barnard for contributing to this 
issue. When I initially started the Addendum in October 2020 as a proof of concept I had 
no idea where it would go and how it would be received by the group. The November 
issue came out and I had a member submit a “Beyond the photograph” that turned into an 
article so the newsletter had a good start and developed a life of its own. The most 
unexpected thing was that first interview in January 2021 that turned into a regular feature.
Conrad Colemans advice was simple enough, which was ask open ended questions; 
however, I still find conducting the interviews as an exercise in trying to find a new 
comfort zone. Overall the Addendum has been well supported and I discovered I can write 
in process.

It should be noted most projects have an arbitrary starting and ending point so choosing 
this issue as the last one I do as the editor makes as much sense as any. What I have 
discovered along the way is we all chose to share what we know and do with photography 
in our own unique ways, so while I used the groups facebook page to make contacts I 
needed, for many members it wasn't the primary way they shared photos. I had a goal to 
include not only the active members posting on the club page but find those who were new
or rarely surfaced to be part of the newsletter. We all have something to add to 
photography and being an expert or not is relative and contigent on pushing yourself to 
keep learning more. The job as editor and / or interviewer is open so contact me if your 
interested and I will share what I have learned and who I have contacted in the issues I 
have done.     

Malcolm McElvaney  
malcolmm9789@gmail.com



Guest interview with Charles Henry

I know Charles Henry from when I was part of the Odessa Art Association and learned he
was an avid photographer pursuing the hobby with a traditional view camera.That is not 
the usual approach to getting into photography but having purchased one of his photos I 
watched him take in the sand dunes at the Monahans Sandhills State Park I can appreciate
the work that goes into it. I got another chance to see the wet plate process from start to 
finish on a get together in Odessa as he demonstrated it to me, more like watching him 
practice, and see how good I have it in the digital age. The result that day wasn't great as I
recall but a reminder of what can happen. So I would like to thank Charles for doing this 
interview and sharing with us some of insights.

Malcolm McElvaney - Could you tell us a little about yourself and how you got into 
photography?

Charles Henry - Sure, I’m Charles, and I’m a film photographer using a view camera and 
a darkroom. I remember that day; wet-plate collodion is a lot of work. Film is easy.

I’m from Odessa. I studied art and design at Texas Tech, worked in advertising as a 
graphic artist in Amarillo, and later designed in tech in Austin. Before returning to West 
Texas in 2018, I did an art residency at Navasota for a year.

As a kid, I earned a photography merit badge, where a picture of a tree by Ansel Adams 
popped into my mind while discussing composition, and so I began to practice the rule of
thirds everywhere at summer camp. Later, I took a journalism class, developed film, and 
printed in a darkroom at school. Photography instilled confidence, and I loved how 
monochrome looked in photojournalism: Dorothea Lange, of course, because I knew the 
plains. But more than that, I had struggled with reading and let photography become an 
outlet.

Early influential photographs: Jeffrey Pine, Sentinel Dom, Ansel Adams; Woman of the 
High Plains, Texas Panhandle, Dorothea Lange; Dust Storm, Cimarron County, 
Oklahoma, Arthur Rothstein

Easy is likely based on a very subjective scale but there is value in knowing what 
came before the era of photography we end up learning. I noticed you mention 
various photographers by name and know their work produced, this is an aspect of 
photography that you seem to find of value. How has this influenced and helped you
in your own photography? 



Art teaches us to talk about how we feel if we want to practice it. But, of course, it’s 
easier to articulate anything else, so I listed pictures that struck me then: Dust Bowl 
photos as examples of documentary photography.  

While learning in the darkroom, imaging became an interest and so I wanted to 
understand how to assemble photos: methods, subject matter, and how to travel. So, I 
embarked, and before long, I had a small body of work (one approach out of many), 
where anything new begins in art’s ingredients such as looking, texture, value, color, 
light, and how to experience a setting.

Why does a picture stand out over another? I don’t know; we may never know. In Woman
of the Plains, Dorothea Lange, we see a central figure photographed from below. She 
stands in front of an open plain, with a troubling gesture, facing the sun, accurate, with 
vertical simplicity in monochrome. We know the photo depicts ecological and economic 
conditions of a place and time, yet something else carries it forward. Perhaps this 
something else, whatever it is, is art’s essence, and what I’ve been trying to understand 
for over a decade.

The choice of which medium to capture the photographs taken is a personal decision
and perhaps what aspects of photography that appeal to each photographer but how
did you transition to using the large format view format and even an interest in the 
wet-plate collodion process? 

I know a photographer working with wet plate, and so I thought the process looked fun. 
Because I already had a view camera, I only needed the chemistry, a holder, and a 
portable darkroom which became a small DIY project. I got everything going. However, 
it’s a lot of work, and you almost have to specialize in it exclusively to be successful. But
with it, you can either print from glass negatives or craft tintypes on location. Bostick & 
Sullivan in Santa Fe sells the chemistry, and another resource is The Book of Alternative 
Photographic Processes by Christopher James, and photographers of that era include 
Carleton Watkins, Timothy H. O'Sullivan, and Eugène Atget.

The advantage of film, like wet-plate collodion, is that you're always working with a 
physical image. My hard drive is my box of negatives, and my box of negatives will 
almost never crash. It's always there, and I can either print or scan. That's what I like 
about film, and I tend to work with monochrome because it develops at room 
temperature. Also, a view camera has the movements to either maintain vertical 
perspective or allow interesting tilts.



This might be a challenging request but could you describe the wet-plate process 
and maybe something of the time involved to achieve an image? 

Sure, it’s photography's basic ingredients combined on a damp plate. Here, we pour 
medical collodion containing salt (some sort of bromide) onto a plate, then dip this in a 
bath of silver nitrate, and then return to the camera to expose an image. We have until the 
plate dries to take the picture. In camera, we're working with an ISO of about 1, an 
exposure of two seconds in bright sunlight, maybe. Then in the darkroom, we develop by 
eye and stop with water before fixing. It's cumbersome gear, and a lot of prep happens to 
buff each plate; I keep a checklist. Also, it's necessary to wear nitrile gloves, an apron, 
and safety glasses at all times. 

If we include setup and breakdown, it can take about two hours to make a picture.

We all have a different way of looking at photography and putting it into practice so
can learn from each as a result of this. Based on what you have discovered along on 
your own unique journey into this art form what advice would you give someone 
learning more about photography? 

We can study pictures in the future. Therefore, what do we want to share with someone a 
hundred years from today? My pictures record information, and like all art, are 
documents of their era. And then on top of that, I include abstraction as a place to dream, 
using art's core ingredients: lighting, tonal value, and such. So information mixed with 
abstraction is a way to see photography, and whatever reason initiated you will probably 
still sustain you later if you let it, so have fun out there, and make your photography 
yours. 

Where can people find examples of your work online?

charleshenry.com - Instagram @chuck4x5



A study in decision making – part 2
by Malcolm McElvaney

I left off with the series of side-by-side comparisons and the premise for the approach, I 
had two scenarios I could see as subtle possibilities I wanted to share in this part. Both 
are based on how you expose your image and what is more important as there are trade 
offs to some aspects of the image. Ideally we expose an image in the histogram for a 
balance of shadows and highlights to the midtones but there is concept of exposing to the 
right (ETTR) and adjusting the image in post so the maximum amount of data is 
captured. It is this concept I have combined with bracketing to develop my system.

My system - The hard part of writing about any process that one clearly sees in full detail
is translating that for the reader and “my system” could fall into that category. I 
discovered  HDR (bracketing) and have found it an useful tool beyond the black and 
white photographs I was initially aiming to produce. I appreciate the extra scene data I 
can play with in multiple ways as I layer them and try to blend them in Gimp. My 
approach is more manually oriented but that is how I work in my post processing. A 
bracketed set has at least three images of offset exposures; for example, I tend to stick 
with plus or minus two stops from the neutral exposure. In the ideal usage the neutral 
image is close to the exposure you need with the under exposed image capturing more of 
the highlights and the over exposed image capturing more details in the shadows to be 
combined for the higher dynamic range (HDR). 

Exposing to the (x) is the other concept that I also include into the system but the original
idea of maximizing the data captured isn't so critical if you include the bracketed set. I 
can compose the image with the base image I use to be underexposed and ETTL (left) to 
bring out highlights with the other two images to restore and enhance the image in post. I 
could conversely make the base image overexposed and ETTR (right) to bring out the 
shadows more. In either case I have extra information to augment that base image, the 
thing I have to remember is to modify the setting up or down so I have the neutral image 
and set I need.

How you do your post processing and try to implement the idea is up to you. I have a 
concept and each image has a process of its own so I enjoy the method I have chosen.  

 



Tonal values – I'm using a black and white image because the color in the image is also 
altered when I underexposed on purpose to pick up detail in the clouds. I shifted that 
exposure setting to be 2 stops brighter and took my +/- 2 EV bracketed set. I got the 
highlights I wanted and augmented back in some of the shadows lost in the original 
underexposed image. The overcast sky and 9:02am time I took it at didn't require the 
adjustment I made but did have the effect I desired. The pattern I found was if you 
underexpose more the highlights come out more at the determent of the shadows, 
overexpose more and the shadows are more visible at the cost of highlights. I took the 
example image as far left as possible on the histogram but one could apply the technique 
with more finesse.

Color – In the context of color as the dominate feature to emphasize it may help to 
understand a little bit about how color works based on a color wheel. My knowledge of 
this subject has been gleamed from random sources on drawing and painting and is 
limited but I will share what I have learned. 

The key is the balance between what is called 
cooler colors (greens, blues, and magenta) and 
the warmer colors (reds, yellows, and oranges) 
given the existing the light levels and what 
colors are present in your scene. The color 
wheel illustrated here has a dividing line 
between the broadly defined color groupings 
but the observation from part one of the study 
showed me an interesting effect between 

underexposing an image versus overexposing it. Instead of shadows and highlights this 
deals with cooler vs warmer colors instead, so underexposing seems to emphasize the 
warmer colors and overexposing seems to equalize or bring out the cooler colors better.  



Take the image on this page taken at 12:16pm at the Fort Davis Historic Site where I 
found some color to test on, I underexposed to compensate for the washed out light 
present and it did seem to help. “It looks better for an afternoon” was one comment I got 
on it and I likely over processed it a little but the test set did show improvements are 
possible. In this case the lack of shadows might be an advantage if the image is going to 
be altered for a painterly look and the colors achieved would fit into that artistic style. A 
photographs raw input doesn't have to come from ideal images in my opinion but help in 
the post processing you have in mind. 

Conclusion – Ideally one wants to shoot in the best light conditions and plans for it if 
possible but in less favorable conditions I see these experiments as a way to have some 
fun and work within those limits. For those who are not early risers or maybe that 
afternoon light is the first chance to take some pictures then one of two choices exist. 
Option one is sit it out and maybe relax but I prefer option two which is see what I can 
find and adapt how and what I shoot.  



More about us . . .

The Sibley Nature Center Camera Club meets on the first Saturday of the month from 
10am to 11:30am at the Sibley Nature Center on 1307 E. Wadley in Midland. Come join 
in on the monthly photo challenges on the groups FaceBook page and be part of the 
activity as well. In addition to the monthly meeting we are currently doing weekly zoom 
meetings. We have had some fantastic guest speakers from around this area and the 
United States. They have been kind enough to share and talk about their journey in 
photography. 

As always we welcome anyone that is interested in photography to join us.  Our 
membership requirements are the $40.00 annual membership donation to Sibley Nature 
Center and attend at least one meeting a year. Any questions please contact Kelly at 
sibleycameraclub@gmail.com. 
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